
old Weisberg 

Pete Johnson 	 5/27/93 
1170 Stroud Court 
Westerville, OH 43001 

Dear 1-x. Johnson, 

Thanks very much for your letter and its enclosures. 

After asking Dave about Lundberg's remarks I heard from Gary Aguillar. he had 
the transcript and sent me a copy. 

Somewhere in the clutter in my office is a note from oia of you telling no I'll 
got a sound t%pe. I'll anar:tiata that for archival purposes but the transcript serves 
ny immediate interost, quoting hin verbatim. 

What he said is indeed incr:Aible and you have it corrotlx. 
Sorry about my present coafusion. I'd let cvolvLhing I could slip and read Virginia 

Durr's and Rev. draetz's excellent boohaind yesterday I was to johns Hopkins for my 

semi-annual urological consultation and/ the trip alone always tires me so my head is not 
an clear this morning. 

In your role as the Drug Emporium's Dharnacy coorlinator you nay be intg:..ested in 
what benefit I soon to have had from proscar. The nolAinn experimental test was full 
and I was to late getting it pr .scribed but I supaose I was one of the early ones. I'd 
been gettingmonthly lupron injations. Yesterday's flow test was 15-20j bettor than the 
one of six months ago and I do not have to go back for a year unless I develop aroblens. 
So, my only problem with proscar is its cost, about ...-i1P5 a pill.Dut if it prevents or 
just delays anotho2 TD RP it is worth it. The TDIT is no rel problem but I've bean kept 
,.live with coumddka since 1975 and the need for anticoagulation makes any surgery a 
problem, as does the fragi Ii. of :iy shin from the coumadin. Which is also costly and still 
well worth it, of couree.In mart, I'm high on proscar regardless of its cost. 4hich i s 
less than lupron in :-..ny event. 

Thanks en best viphon, 



Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd 
Frederick, Md 21702 

Dear Mr. Weisberg 

Having recently become very interested in the Kennedy 
assasination (and related events), I have become aquainted 
with Dave Keck, on of my "neighbors" here in Westerville. He 
called last week to say that you were interested in what 
Lunberg said at the Chicago Symposium. 

My memory of his introductory speech has faded, but his 
initial emphasis was to end each paragraph or statement with 
the reason he believed Humes; that is because he "KNOWS HIM, 
AND WOULD TRUST HIM WITH HIS LIFE". That is very close to 
verbatim, and was repeated at least three times. As to 
specific content of the rest of his speech, I would be afraid 
to comment, as it has become blurred. 

I met a young man from Columbus out there who I beleive 
was tape recording. I have called him each nite this week 
and Saturday morning, with no answer. I will keep trying. I 
beleive at some point that the organizers will sell tape 
recordings of the event, as I purchased the one from the 1st 
Chicago symposium. 

The enclosed materials are simply the work of others in 
preparation for Lundberg/Lattimer panel. The quote above was 
from Lunberg, the JAMA writer and not from Lattimer, the 
Columbia University/NYC physician. 

If you would like I could correspond with Mark Zaid or 
Bob Dean, who also attended. Let me know if I can be of 
help. 

Pete Johnson 

1170 Stroud Ct 
Westerville, Ohio 43061 



Lattimer Study Guide 

Fellow Attendees, 

Most of us here at this excellent conference are deeply concerned about the 
nature of the forces which appear to have captured much of our democracy. 

A few, however, whether intentionally or unwittingly, appear to be here for the 
purpose of (a) disseminating misinformation, and / or (b) preventing formation of even 
the barest consensus among us on the past and - more importantly - on where we go 
from here. No doubt these people believe they are doing what is "right", or at least what 
they must do. 

We must tolerate their behavior but we need not be naive about it. 

A case in point is Dr. Lattimer's article published last week in JAMA, page one of 
which is reproduced for your perusal. 

Also reproduced is page 79 of Thompson's "Six Seconds In Dallas" (1967), 
showing most cogently, persuasively, incontrovertibly the proof of multiple assassins. 

We submit that Dr. Lattimer's mission is to introduce several new pieces of 
historical revisionism (e.g. disinformation). One of these is "new evidence" that JFK 
and Connally were both hit in Z224. By this argument they seek to get around 
Thompson's incontrovertible exposition. 

But Lattimer will have no satisfactory answer as to why Connally's shoulder does 
not buckle - and why his cheeks do not bulge (with air expelled form his collapsed lung) 
until 2238, at least .7 seconds after JFK is hit (too late to be from the same bullet; too 
soon to be a second bullet from the same gun). 

Apparently Dr. Lattimer and Dr. Lundburg are the vehicles for advancing many 
other deceptions about the JFK assassination. 

We cannot stop them from attempting to dupe hundreds of thousands of 
physicians. But wouldn't it be interesting if we could find out why, and at Who's behest, 
they are doing it? 

Respectfully, 

Bob Dean 

Steve Jones 



Additional Data on the Shooting 
of President Kennedy 
John K. Lattimer, MD, SeD 

THE JOURNAL has performed a great 
service in persuading Humes, Boswell, 
and Finch to answer extended queries 
about the details of the autopsy of Pres-
ident Kennedy.'1  They replied directly 
to many of the questions raised by the 
critics of the Warren Commission re-
port, an excellent move toward "full dis-
closure." However, we must remember 
that Humes, Boswell, and Finch wrote 
their autopsy report without seeing the 

See also pp 1507, 1540, and 1552. 

color photographs or studying in detail 
the roentgenograms of the body that 
were taken at the autopsy. The photo-
graphs had been confiscated by the At-
torney Genera) (the President's broth-
er) without being developed, and they 
were then turned over to the National 
Archives (from which they have never 
been released). The basis for this con-
fiscation was the family's desire that the 
photographs of the President's ex-
ploded head not appear in every book-
store window, as they would have had 
they become part of the public record. 
Having examined these full-color pho-
tographs, I can any that they are far 
more shocking than the contrived latex 
dummies and allegedly genuine illustra-
tions that are new appearing in certain 

ROM the College of Physiclana and &rgeorai, Co-
kfimb4i University, New York, NY. Dr Linnet was the 
fret nengoyernmera Irryesligela permitted to 'study the 
restrlored Kennedy sutopey mareeelt. He did banana 
research ler the US Army in World War II and was a 
doctor si the Nuremberg 

Reprint redueSta to College or Physicians and Sur-
geons. Corumbie University. 630 W team St. New York. 
NY 1=2 (Dr Lert.reer). 

1544 JAMA, March 24131, 1993—Vol 269, No. 12 

"entertainment" features. The roentgen-
ograms were taken to determine it any 
bullets remained in the body. The au-
topsy surgeons had only a brief time to 
look at them and little chance to make 
precise measurements on the rains (for 
example, to pinpoint the wound of entry 
on the skull). 

After reviewing the restricted autop-
sy materials of President Kennedy sev-
eral times, I was impressed by the su-
perior quality of the roentgenograms 
taken by US Navy radiologist John H. 
Ebersole, MD, despite the demands for 
haste that were forced on the proaec-
tors. The photographs by chief navy pho-
tographer John T. Stringer also are of 
the highest quality. No one else was 
allowed to take photographs; when an 
unauthorized navy technician attempt-
ed to take some photographs at the au-
topsy, his film was seized and destroyed 
on the spot. 

The large number of letters to the 
editor' commenting on the articles in 
THE JOURNAL demonstrates physicians' 
concern about the issues t he contrarian 
community and the entertainment in-
dustry have pressed on us and about 
other forensic questions such ea, "Did a 
'Ingle bullet wound both menT" and 
"Why did President Kennedy's head 
move back toward the gun after it was 
struck?" I present information about 
each of these points. 

A SINGLE BULLET 

The instant at which both Kennedy 
and Connally were hit by the single bul-
let (Warren Commission exhibit 399) has 
been Identified as frame 224 of the Za-
pruder film by experts of Failure Anal-
ysis Associates Inc, Menlo Park, Calif,  

worldngwith Martin Fackler, MD.' They 
pointed out that, in this frame, the right 
lapel of Governor Connally's jacket sud-
denly bulged far forward, pushed out-
ward by the tumbling bullet and the 
accompanying hail of soft-tissue pitr6- 
cies that exited his chest below the right 
nipple (Fig I). The bullet went on 
through his right wrist and, traveling 
backward, buried itself in his left thigh. 
Previous studies by other analysts, such 
as het( Corporation, New York, NY, 
had postulated that this happened in 
either frame 223 or &rune 224, on the 
basis of the movements of Governor Con-
nally's body. To my knowledge, the la-
pel bulge had not been specifically point-
ed out before the Failure Analysis study. 
Previously, we had observed that the 
clothing on our research models often 
"flapped" forward when the body was 

SIMULTANEOUS ARM MOVEMENTS 

The right arms of both President 
Kennedy and Governor Connally start-
ed their upward jerks in frame 225 (Fig 
2), immediately after the bullet went 
through bath men. President Kennedy's 
right arm started its upward movement 
toward his face (Thorburn's reflex 'm-
aiden') as his deltoid muscle contracted 
in response to the bullet wound through 
his right brachial plexus, stimulating his 
axillary nerve. Governor Connally's right 
hand, in which he was holding his white 
Stetson hat, was pressed against his le ft 
thigh to help push himself around to try 
to see President Kennedy, as Connally 
later testified."The white dot of his hand 
holding the hat appeared in frame 225 
and came progressively farther up into 
sight in each succeeding frame until 

Add lions? Data on JFK—Laterner (ffe,  OP 
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My Country 'tis of thee 
Sweet Land of Liberty 
Of Thee I sing. 
Land where my fathers died 
Land of the pilgrim's pride 
From every mountain side 
Let Freedom Ring 

We shall overcome 
We shall overcome 
We shall overcome some day. 
Deep in my heart 
I do believe 
That we shall overcome 
Some Day. 



QUESTIONS FOR GEORGE LUNDBERG, MD 
4-3-92  

I) Can you honestly and scientifically characterize JAMA's coverage of JFK's death as an 'open presentation" (JAMA. 1992; 268:1738) when: (1) 

No one other than you, a former military pathologist yourself, or your emissary, Dennis Breo, were given the opportunity to ask any questions of 

the three military autopsists, (2) Humes, Boswell and Finck have refused to answer any specific questions put to them in letters by other 

physicians in your own Journal in the "Letters to the Editor" section on 10-7-92, (3) Humes, Boswell and Finck have refused to appear publicly 

with you at news conferences to answer any 'open" questioning from the press, and (4) Through you Humes, Boswell and Finck categorically state 

they will answer no further questions to anyone even to clarify previously contradictory testimony? 

2) Can you fairly insist (Lundberg in JAMA V268:1738)that the motivations of the myriad conspiracy theorists are paranoia, need of personal 

recognition, public visibility and profit in view of the well documented military-intelligence deceits of the Bay of Pigs invasion, the Gulf of Tonkin 

incident , the falsified casualty figures and battle reports from the Vietnam war, as well as the lies regarding the Cambodian incursion, the lies of 

the Watergate cover-up, the Iran-Contra scandal, the Vincennes incident, the Iraq-gate deception and many others? In JFK's death are we readers 

to ignore your admonition that "It is the reader's responsibility, no matter whether an investigator, a physician, a medical reporter, or any member 

of the public, to read all with a skeptical eye"(Lundberg, JAMA V262:945)? In view of the above numerous examples of military misconduct and 

deceit, it would seem that suspicion of any military claims is justified, especially those of military pathologists whose wound locations have 

changed and who refuse to answer questions even from fellow physicians. 
(3) On Larry King Live you stated, "I've studied the Ramsy Clark Panel Report fully personally. They (sic) supported Humes and Boswell and 

provided additional forensic evidence that supported Humes and Boswell...". Why did you not ask Humes or Boswell why the Clark Panel found 

that Humes and Boswell 'missed" the location of the fatal skull wound by 4-5 inches—that the wound they saw in photos and confirmed in X-rays 

was 4-5 inches higher than claimed by Flumes and Boswell in JAMA and to the Warren Commission? Should not scientific honesty have 

compelled you to mention that the claims of the autopsists, repeated by you, have been proven false by findings? 

(4) If, as you claim, "These fast hand accounts of the autopsy and the scientific forensic evidence are indisputable.", (JAMA. '92; 268:1738) can 

you possibly be aware that the X-rays and photos don't support the claims of Humes and Boswell? If Humes and Boswell are right about the 

location of the skull wound it implies that the photos and X-rays are forged as claimed by the technicians who took them. Is that JAMA's intent? 

(5) Humes and Boswell claimed that the skull entrance wound was #1 to the right and just above the EOP to the Warren Commission and to you. 

To the HSCA they claimed it was to the right and just below the EOP and labeled a skull specimen to show the location. In a second interview 

Humes caved in and decided that the HSCA's pathologists were right and that he, Boswell and Finck were wrong and that the wound was 4 inches 

higher in the area of the cowlick! You state: "I completely believe that this information, as personally given by Jim (Humes) and "J" (Boswell) is 

scientifically sound and, in my judgment, provides irrefutable evidence that president Kennedy was killed by only two bullets that struck him from 

above and behind...".(JAMA. '92; 267:2803) Why should anyone believe what Humes, Boswell and Finck say when, not only do they change their 

claims, but the photos and X-rays "prove" their JAMA claims wrong? 

(6) If JAMA's policy is to 'prefer that information not be released to the public...until the article appears in print in (the) journal" (JAMA. '91; 

265:400), why did you appear publicly and announce the upcoming JFK interviews on 5-19-92 (before anyone would have had the opportunity to 

study the data) and not wail until 5-27-92, the publication date of the issue in question? 

(7) You have stated. "...Rigorous peer reveiw prevents the publication of poor science by applying the most stringent standards when evaluating the 

validity of research, " (JAMA. '87; 258:87).You also claimed "I am extremely pleased that, finally, we are able to have published in the peer 

reviewed literature the actual findings of what took place at the autopsy table on 1 l-23-63...."(JAMA '92; 267:2803) Can we infer from your 

statement that outside, "peer review" experts were consulted to corroborate the information provided by the autopsy pathologists? If so, how could 

these consultants have failed to point out the previously contradictory testimonies of Flumes, Boswell and Finck? How could JAMA have failed to 

mention it? How can you categorically state that the information is "scientifically sound"? If the autopsy pathologists were wrong about the 

location of the wound, something measured in inches. can you rely upon them to accurately determine "beveling" a feature measured in mm? 

(8) In your campaign against "JFK docufictiorr you have presented yourself and your journal (JAMA) as solely interested in the truth. In the May, 

1992 issue and in interviews you have characterized Dr Charles Crenshaw as unreliable by flatly suggesting that he was not even in the trauma 

room at Parkland during the time he claims to have made certain observations about the head wound. In addition Dr Baxter is quoted denying that 

Crenshaw ever took a call from LW. The Warren Commission volumes describe Crenshavis presence in the trauma room at least 6 times, even by 

Dr Baxter's Commission testimony. JAMA claims Baxter insisted he never saw him in the trauma room. Dallas neurosurgeon, Williams, and 

Parkland operator, P. Bartlett, both recall a phone call from someone who identified himself as President Johnson and who was put through to the 

O.R. where Crenshaw took the call. lithe above are true, do you not have a personal responsibility as a scientist, a professional, a fellow 

physician, and an honest man to set the record strait and correct this slander? Can the American public have faith in JAMA, the American Medical 

Association and even physicians when the leading physician figure in the war against "JFK-docufiction" is himself fictionalizing slanders to quash 

those with whom he disagrees? 
10 months have passed since the above statements have appeared in print. In that time numerous other articles have appeared in the pages of 

JAMA on the topic of Kennedy's ascsissination. Not one word, however, has appeared to correct these insulting and slanderous untruths. When 

will JAMA tell the "PLAIN TRUTH" about Crenshaw's presence in the trauma room and the call from LBJ? 

(9) The articles published by your JAMA have caricatured critics of the Warren Commission, especially the article by Robert Artwohl. Not once 

have recognized critics been offered an opportunity to make their case on the pages of your magazine. While you have given roughly 40 pages in 3 

issues to those who deny there was a conspiracy, only 3 1/2 pages were published by critics and those were only in the form of letters to the editor 

which largely went unanswered by those to whom they were directed. A balanced discussion of the subject, seemingly in the customary scientific 

tradition, is totally absent. How can JAMA claim absence of bias under these circumstances? Is it not apparent to you what a parody of honest 

scientific investigation your coverage of this subject is" Is its JAMA's intent to appear to encourage the view that there was a conspiracy, which 

JAMA has joined, by giving this complex issue such a superficial and ludicrously one-sided and biased exploration? 
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December 7, 1991 

n. Reomle and B. Dm, Edibles 
JAMA 
Amen an Medical AnemiaIke 
(IS North Sate So 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 

he: Leder to the edhors 

Doer Sirs: 

We wan *mos !ha GC: iC4til of ritiganaa Ict Dr:.  honor and Boma negerang the 
autopsy of John Forage old "Comedy, sere published io "AMA.' We were.. however, 
cud disappnlesol dal all quatiord of aribearial significance woe ignored by Obis 
adopeara.? For indikesub so uniquely pieced by butery to now drum that they will 
farina remain ulient ori them lours is a grim dine:Mee to the menial osoamuctry, to 
all .malaise, and to trusty. H the imprint.= of laantafIC certainty 4 to be greeted, 
as requested by Dm Hamra Boswell, Pica, end Lundberg, for their proffered 
alai:non:um,' surely the maid sod valued Maiden of responding honersly to ham of 
unqarry 4 requited. Without this. the value of pea-  mecum titosture would greatly 
dicrunun.' AA member' of the medical communiry addranog a comer of nob axons 
importance. mat decidedly WA are assounthble to the wig Americus public. to the 
Kamedy ustaasmoo, mos espomdlyt  act epee tad unothibival scientific interchange 
noun tr pettuthed. Sadly, that door Pm now tom closed, topples:4 for all tithe. 
Such a wad lack of remora, advanced with remarkably tensing floadry. an only 
prowled among readers the opposite of Si estanued tram Rather thee Mut and 
✓eureeoe in Humes. Boswell and /AMA, rearms and increctuliry will resoth 

This aura of milling tee ma was only athanool by Homes and dawell'i delibua 
absence from Lundherg's chews code:mace wounding "AMA's foratioaceing 
publication of that 'plain Muth' portrayal of the steeply evidence in Kennedy'i 
murder ; The =promo, dui Ham, Bossell, and Frock are unfrilling to answer 
queboor-s-whather from the hes mas, from fellow physicians (other ilun horn former 
fellow sectary pelhologin. Lundberg), end other math= of JAMA-tomunes the 
oufuleux the public shook have for ployuciens. Use AMA, is journal and -1.0 
itabottheive coarliowe I  regarding this Cite.' 

As Luadhag, himself, has aavincet; 	u the mailer's ruprauthilicy, to menu whether 
an isoressigues. a payee:to, • mailed reporter, at any =ether of the public, to read 
all with a deeptal eye.,  Ho has suggesed that we '...nri arse dsa, challenge the 
hypotheses, runlet. and Loterpremeau. And, int M beer from yob',  Yet *ton we 

sifted end challenged and wrote LAMA, Mr. Btu wavered that the •. .itery corm 
quest= raised by all the nespossr-..' war that Filers 1111ermew was absent tn use fn-11 
IAMA report'. a Lundbe-rg enouly suggesung, yth his surnagate. Bre, that these 
guidelthes art to be quad for the peer meow abuse= of Kainaoys tweedy',  
To be sure, thee remain "cogent quatione that aft all unanswered despie Barn's 
flip disnussive. 

For crimple.  if "AMA weld he. in 1-adherg's words. 	COMM as sr u humanly 
possible to te...', 4; it might have museum' Jut the atarmstaLli 41.3.111 their cams In 
reference to the exienWee work of the peal of Jaren/4c pathelogiun of the House Select 
Comm:me on Ausseinavonn (MCA). lb= fimItngs conUadt-ca the elates .1  me 
lutopatail regarding the locution of the fail skull would by 10 to 12 =I'll 
Furthermore, the photographs and radrographs also comrade! the claims of Humes. 
Burwell and Finn, We woof :magma bow Lundberg and Boo could have laded co 
ask Use automata "tab fundamonal quationi, or odor  any peer review analysta of the 
dam in the =so could live neglected slum. I3e44 contradictions were the sourm of 
the gmaleal AAA 1111111A011•AA medial coidroverates considered by the rt.SCA. 

There cart be no disputing that there are ortresolvol coneratlictiona so the gala On 
Xerneely'a autopsy, which Honed. Honed' and Fink could greedy clarify. - Among 
Mr many Mysit-nel summed by ;AMA', ofterage, the folowing arm of ambtgotly 
COult" easily he clarified by the /may pulanegia: 

1) 1/ 'two thirds of the nem cerebrum was Maliteg."., as Humes reporresi in IAMA. 
haw Null the bath is evickesca weigh ISCO grams-the upper hoot of normal for an 
=la normal brze-tu the oupplemenal ithoxy report maertal 

21 Frans 3l2 of she Zapruder fain establishes that Kertnedy's be-se war aniellesed only 
alighdy to the Want of the frail shot. II Use autopsy exam revealed a wound of 
asannee 'to the right mut lux above' the exterba4 cempital pfailtitacraiute, as Humes Boswell and rock hue tlaimed.0 s  this salt& place the wound of =trines +my near 
She hest of the dad from a bolo wrung from above cod to the right-auuming, of 

that the ummin was finog from the lints fluor cc the TWO Scheel hook 
Depoonory, How could mil Mad a= nest the maul occipital proweeruce and 
then nit through the Mull atom shown at the ut=ter in the HSCA diagram, uniem it 
were deflected by normal brain tissue And hew mold it produce a Large defect 
Walden tom the ocuput, ts reported by Mums and Finch. and az described by all 
Parkland medial peramel, and, as seen on the antenor stall radiographs?" _ 
3) tionlas, Boudell and Flock wan apparently charged by Xennedy a personal physicim, 13, Burnley. with leasing bullet tridens harm the murder a the (by then cuiturad) dined muslin Oratald.0 While the pathaosits did rot eve 1 hullo fragments rilcaturng 712men and lxlmrn, fint man= 11 mane the largest bulks 
fragment discernable on the currently rvadable raditograplu, a 6.3mm domather, mood 
object that 4 unavoidably obvious on the zeteropostenor radiograph. Tha 'aqui 

2 

fragment is :en imbedded in the over table of the puked bone in peccisdy the area 
teammed. lecurothl to the Leuenorty of Horned and Baiweil... Could a fragment to 
large and a easily retrievably and no =unseat evldetthalhi have tom ignusso by 3  
prahologins1 Would the radiologist who was present, Dr Ebersath,. have Ceded to 
String so important an °bp= to the aliaitiort of the parleologLaS for recrieval if it had 
b® ovenkodeoel by them/ It wits not mathoned by any of the pathologuu in thus 
Warren Comiraitial unommay. to rum, after renewing the Autopsy radiographs for 5 
torus on 1.-26-67 all 3 autopasth sired I natereent declaring 1.611 
eramoution et the autopsy, and the photographs arid X•rays fuel Eden during the 
autopsy. reveakd no evukoce of a bulks or of a major portion of a Maim in the body 
df the Preficient ..."." This pecilianly hit takes on incest claire:ea betook the 
technologist who took the radiographs. lard Custer, claims thu. the current 
radiographs are forgeriett.  If the mural radiographs are forced and are not those 
medial by the 3 autopsy paholegia and radiologist the night of the autopsy, that could 
=plata how so lame and doyens a fragment aught have been nutter retrieved nos 
meationni by the onthipties. Do Harms, 13oreeeil And Funk moo)) moos this 6.3em 
round fragment in the 'cowlick' aria of pineal skull on radiographs etuniard daring 
the autopsy, whets Curreht radiographs. Show inch a fragment? if they did. Why, L1 DI 
Perry Wandered in questioning Hunks before the HSCA,. did they not retribee ii while 
exploring this prank are. gives Buckley's request? Why did Dr acionle. the 
radnolOgist, rot recall soma this fragment when questioned about it ranee (on 
November 2 AM December 2 LW?), by one of ui lDo. Mantild7 

aj On three Odeanons, Humes, Boswell and Finnic have mud that the fatal Mil= 
wound was near ihe mound ocelpital protuberance (EDP) To the riga and )east abase 
the EDP to the Warren Communed, to the right and pc below the EPP in the 
HSCA,'' and Co the right sod Jull above the EDP us 'AMA, The evadable phorographs 
and radiographs, if true reprimmesiens. ode..  dist Hurries, Boswell and Finch erred 
by 10 cm to 12 cm-van enormous discrepancy. That is. the photos and radiographs of 
nuthenne thew the fetal entrance wound at lout 10 cm Above where the .11101111511 
claim 11 wn,y,1a 

In that Hare Select Commies tesurrony, hawed with Humes as hire side, rum 
ueemen Utah a fragment of bone brought rate to the autopsy fit I defect in the occipital 
bone surrounding the fatal enthuse wound.. In fact, Based said trio It was the 
tevellong mo the ulna typed of precisely thus fragment that allowed than to asermine 
that L7e ' umhone Nei occurred so low or the conplod hone. Do the autopsy 
pathelograu reall t defect m the occipital bone that ware rude whole with the unval at 
a bony fragment the night o the autopsy? Signiftantly, no defect in the cempith: bone 
a sons on the currerd Weill radiograph. The radiographs sera ekes before the 
gummy had begun and, presentably. u e time when the defect la the animal hone was 
meteor, according to Boswell and Hume' testimony.. Were then own traurrinhe 
defects to the Mull u the *wag of the armory, ode the encrance dorm In Ale 
ocemnal bone reavalsrueled with the arrival of the frogman reetnionod abobe, and the 
manna a large an deka, or was Owe a rage coatrooms. Lugs 'thrtsporo-pandal• 

compose deka is doembed by Foal. If theft were Iwo separate defeat, what wet the separahen between them? How wine war the occipital portion of Use Urge skull defect ntenunned by Dr Boswell? 

51 The autopsy report elcartba •...1 (now the ungulaz form of the toderthite ateele) Large u-nnyelar defect of the leafy and Scull on ihe flea infusing clue_fly the pencil base but extending WM-0W Into the temporal ad compaal regions ' How can this be reenneded with Me phOlograpta ouch Mow m 4ectet cr. remotely Aare to the occptial region/ Thu quaoce is very important Lek the photographer who took the photograph, Floyd Rau, =bra the phew:japan currently evulable arc also forgenietf r. 

The marl.. Flume Boswell and Fula have {Pan to /AMA, the Warren Conic:wawa and the House Scieel Commuted do Aletramilthth appear 10 Support &can't sunning allegation' of forgery and to undermine the conclusions of the panel of Iorenine putiologssu of the Home hobo Commicee which accepted the photographs as Veld." la Oar thoir cunt? Hunks =well auegooady caned the legmmany of 
the lusher skull wound, whose existence is 'proven' by the photographs and 
rathograpa Rexewing a photograph of the back of the cad snowing s high unmet 
of entrance Wort the HSCA, Hama motesthet. -1 on assure you that as we reflected Um pulp to get Lo !hit punt Uwe wee no del= corresponding us this in the skull at any point. 1 don't knew what that in (Menthe on the higher wound seen On the primal. It mold be.to me Wel clotted blood. I don't . 1 mu don't know who it ut, /All 11 cculniy 11,1 nee any wand of etoranor-'" Furthermore, the House Sakai Commatee'l panel of Fathisiolgrat reported Ulu Pinsk 'believed Wally that the obueneumu of the ulopsy pettuatogus (ate) were more valid than those of manduals who might nthsequeedy exam= photegrapht.'n Thin rembea that Flea also disputed the photographs 'moor of an =ZIAs wound higlo or the Una How do the 

utopias twonale the making discrepancy between thny 10.1ininon of the fatal 
wound and contradictory phatogreplus unlace? 

Indeed, why, to a second interview before the House Select Committee's pond of forensic pathologists. did Humes thud= his prior low locums to endorse the forensic panel's 10-12 cm higher locanOn of the fatal wound 'proven' to than by the photographs and radoogra,447.1  Why au he metered himself again and decided than the lower heaven of the Um/ wood rem right after Ali in hit JAMA interview, even 
though he plum that wound as a difterwou pow kazoo nod Above' the EDP) than he d14 to testimony before the House Seleth Committee (I cart or 2 cm 'below' the EC I?) 7. 

6) Wu the cerebellum viable through the skull alai? How is it C011.AAAIAJA]. Allac no one on du Warren Comma-lion or cm the HSCA even unused to oak Mail a rudimanary question? Scoot Parkland physicians have mooned seeing cessmetium thme40 the shill defer.: Dn. Banta. Comm, Clark, lotions. McClelland, Peter' and Perry... In pareculat. Dr. Kemp Cart, the neurosurgeon. in a lhatd=gzo not 

V 



mooned both cerebral arid =Well& zone Many er them physicians were aged to 
=Arm Ilia In blow mom waratey, and no me remote:0 41  

7) Why was the deuignalmart '14 eut•  no Dr Borreell'a diagram to dart talue ink. while 
the rernallIder of the diagram was erituely fa penal? When was the ' i4 on notation 
inanned7 

l) m larmary 77, 1964, &cog a War= Coma:canoe ..emove masica 1Lce 
Rankin, while bolding photographs, stated thst the bulls enthred her 	the Moulder 
blade.' Thu wan with the thcousts pass by: 1) Huntley th hie Path carders 
that the wound was to the right of the 3rd OwIricie venettra.. 2) the autopsy diagram of 
Boswell, which wan kg= as 'Yenfied' by Buraley,r,  3) Ile eyeariroeu =impanel of 
SS Agent C2int Hill, FHl agents Silken and O'Neill.'" 4) the verbal docription given 
mince by the anearling rethologur., Dr Ebathie, to ono of us (Or Mastok), and 5) the 
meroboalmo that the bull. bola in Kennedy's Mel= and Min was 5 =hes below 
the collar, while as the room= of bullet impact photo/L.1*e evides.. chows that has 
jacket was not 'riding up' and diatereag the 010141 n1 ender= nmarling ihe =aim of 
bullet enzancr....,  Was de back wound where 3mkaly pieced it, to the nght of the 
third thoracic vertebra. in rte nthelleathe of Hum., Bmwell and Foca/ 

• 
9) Do they believe the 'Single Bullet Teem"-hat a angle bullet cupid both 
Yeoptaly'a and Conn ally's non-Mal wounds in 7 muses through Wein and mode, 
pulverizing 1'3 inch stamen of Conaly's nb, and paeans thnsugh I. wrist wade 
&acting dm undess =hoe of the radiate bona yet rumenng virtually undamaged? 
Hum sot Fthck wrongly disagreed with ail theory in their interviews before the 
Warren Commismon.o s! Yet they seen to any er. oppadth in 'AMA_ if they 
changed LIMO mood, orbit on endeoce wad them to change} 

101 Humes and rind ems= in JAMA the them wit no interference in the 
Presidenf • autopsy. While asofying 1104. out, n the Shaw trial, lamorver. Flock wu 
Ward why be had not au.= the wade of Use bullet wound in Keithely's bock, to 
ithawanal napes of an autopsy Us a shooting. Ha naponded, 'As 1 temll I was Mel not 
no but I don't remember by whom" Morten. Lila do was peened, 'But you were 
told net to go into the as of the neck. is 11125 your uthornonyV Het annimed, 'Prom 
*has 1 renal, yea, bur 1 don't IZIO•Dber by Wb0111.".  Talon' a my= departure from 
customary autopsy protocol bemuse mere al 'told nor so' ecru to be eumitrence, 
tae suooplit. num= 11115 was not Interfcence? 

11) How mn doe 011711.11 phousgraphie coliemon purport to /N a full complement 'Ohm 
Hum. himself seports Wong yea cue to obtain at thus our photograph of the righs 
apical pleura which was bruised/ This phorormob is absent 	phouatraph 
WWI lammed to Mainlam a full complobool, wt.= on u 01 Is in a pasamlot vow of 
the had? 

Oa On Boiweli's fact OW diagram the alai. to posterior length of the dndl defer 

war lowEled u 17 on antis the 3[411•12011 'mount'. (Author David Wuxi reports 
that Borweil told him an 1979 the the rreaureseent was nude by ham moth 
Cutralne= xle,01 11 this del= sraru new the MANIA Mule. a neamtaardy moo 
ea= for Lino the occipata bone (which is also W0l1011.11 with the autopsy reponl.  
Even m. 1110 Of liarrle'l MUD. 43 an mumumment nencoartly 	Ilse large 

defect 	the =spa on deal molds. 	Ehersoth tom= the poselsor bore. Luis 

skull deform u 2-2.5 on Lueral to the multhr occpital wary wound (which wu mar 
lb. BOP). All 3 of these phyaiciani descriptiora am in tow enuorrus. =agreement 
with the cement passer= had phonograph. which thaw. no asp witaiseeven of a IMF 
ikoD 0_5=1, Who 1h00161 Ise Imil,CMIO: tee eynOrriell tethrermy of 4 phyUestell 1110 
IIDIGpDala and Ebersole.), or a phomgraph whom authenticity ha been &Jogai by the 
phousinch. luaraself (2.1x)7 

131 The current pemenor lerd photographs show no (age dorm Is anun what the 
pathologists sew/ In u arourding that they were 001 at= Ems nuesune On en. Del 
thaw maxi [the .rat of the halls vary) user reentlecums wen. In fat. vastly 
differcet. 

14) Why was the brain MR secuined normally? When did Hoff. awed to do tun of 
roc for the supplemental autopsy report! Surely by that tare 1taccinter 6. 19631 tae 
could less.* have reviewed landad fora= muhology protonola and would have 
kr41.71 that such sectoring was m =mad component of a full itpon. Also given Eitc 
absents of urgency in the mamma= of No bnah, why did Humes not 104101* an 
AP" comulanon for a definnive pathologic reedy of the brain? 

13) The JAMA interview makes fropient are of phrases rarely found in ice.= 
papers: 'Enchant& =or, 'foolproor. 'Maundy obvious-. (The authors challenge 
the ruder to find smiler =sinology in any contemporary IAMA arta...) The 
aldoply regots. however. 010101 )theral sal of the word 'prenunably", men when 
&northing such maid Ilona in wounds. Hare Hsu= and Boswell made new 
discover= time the autbpay *bleb WIDOW thear scientific umamyl If so, an 
opportunoy lo stare such =cover= amide cot be mused. 

16) The 71.4 of bull. fragments repots. by Hunms began at the eaternal =tonal 
protuberance. aorsot has cretromed the Oleo boy (mammas did emend from the 
oonput toward the right lorthead, winds a comment unah Num. =Lenny. The 
currant lateral radiograph, hrherver, shows them much higher near the trutes. Which 
version as comet? 

L7) The HSCA reported than tha back wound had an abrasion color al the ulterior 
bard.. Did du putiologisra tote =7 Is was recognised by the MCA Mil :hie ampased 
a ruing Oudot- TM MCA also repined dui Kennedy was Lathing foreword by ally a 
few degrees. Did Ital DODO 1.trZI cola !urn RAW: superiorly7 If so. how dial it thee 

COMIC ODOM, without strUang Done VII crerybroa igrees,.. Loa 	Loozooy gnus. 
downward) 

IS) Why doe. ihr autopsy WOG deeribe Kennedy as Mint lomat (by impintanon. 
from a rear fad. Mad shot.) while the Zaprder film thews tun nolendy propelled 
bukameer The 11,11:9111LI were alto Lola that rte lea Lamm. OsaLl, bad been 
49Weberomi nod thlo he had  bred n the plaid= from above and to DX SW. Wore 
the Waco= influomed in their concludoes by this thfuntacier0 Who told the 
puha/ova that Kennedy fell lammed with the fain eta? 

19) Why on diem ro peosigrapbs of the bran in the Mull? Were any phonographs 
.14100 before thanthadasom had been Ferfonned7 

20) Wert the doll ralioraplu else Mime tar ate the tram veal. re7110•••1.  err  both' 
Do the now radingrapiu purport to =am Math? 

A, a final gumboil to Land berg: Ware outside =sultana wed by JAMA tO analyu 
the lath gneert by Humes. Burwell and Find. JAMA'a sward peer renew proms,.  
If to who were they and ulnas are their quaffs:mem? 

We hope Elul nanng =a ism= will invite edditional expertise to examine unsealed 
40)0010 of theasuipy and will promote additional clanfiration. We harbor hale hope 
Nat our glen., enth if fully Lammed, will emie all doubters. since them Wall to be 
en ceihmithd ;apply. We do, however, Mae with Lather' an abiding faith in the 
pad renew pram. We hope that the full mercer of act process, which Luadhert 
has Mg thenttioned. toil lope physician., the American Medial Asaomarson. 
Journal, and the concomed public ciefirian that IAMA will option. to be 'as cormct 
iu it u humanly mashie to be'. 
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